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Parking

Measured by Matthew Compton. mwc@timeandmeasure.com

Description:
SF

Head North out of stadium exiting the Northwest gate.

Parking

Right onto parking drive.
3

Left at last parking entrance to the left.

Parking

Turn Around at pavement joint before manhole cover.

Kimbrough Stadium

Exit the lot to the parking drive.
Left onto parking drive.
Right at last right drive, by the dumpster shed.

Start Finish is at the corner edge of the
artificial turf line where the turf meets the
rubberized surface

South to South parking drive.
Turn left running toward Gazebo.
Take sidewalk entrance at small parking before gazebo.
South on path passing cemetery & crossing footbridge.
Exit path gravel driveway to Tom Clevenger / Maxwell.

Turn Around is at pavement seam
before manhole cover on culvert

Left on Maxwell Creek to trailhead.

1

Left onto paved trail.
Left at paved trail fork.
Tom Clevenger

Follow trail until reaching the footbridge, (on the left just
past the playground).
Left onto footbridge.
Follow path and exit through Gazebo.
Head West on South stadium Drive.
Turn right (N) @ the 2nd North South drive from East.
2

Turn left when drive meets East-West driveway
Turn back into stadium.
Follow the same path as outbound to reach finish.

ST / FN: At the point where N.W corner of turf meets rubber surface
Turn: Road seam before the drainage inlet / manhole cover.
GPS: 33.0278 -96.6077
M1: Approx.. 235 ft. past foot bridge past the children’s cemetery.
GPS: 33.0213 -96.6058
M2: On the trail very far across from house 440 Creekside.
GPS: 33.0197 -96.6033
M3: Start of S.E. radius of the track even with out of bound line
GPS: 33.0248 -96.6086

There will be a Water Station located near
Mile 1 and Mile 2.5

